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Jarvis’ “Imprint” Colored-Textured Pavement Installation
Damariscotta, Maine – Intersection of Route 1 & Belvedere Rd.
Imprint is being used for the first time on MaineDOT projects. Imprint is manufactured by
Prismo, an English company and is marketed in the USA by Jarvis-USA. Imprint is a hot
applied wearing course comprised of a synthetic asphalt based compound, incorporating
pigment color, graded rubber granules and granite aggregate, reinforced with metal and
glass fibers. This compound is imprinted with a mold while still in a slightly molten state,
replicating the appearance of brick or stone paving in a color and pattern chosen by the
specifier.
Imprint has been used for crosswalk applications in Dover, New
Hampshire and Burlington Vermont where a long-lasting
pavment marking for high traffic areas was desired. Dan
Bradley, Transportation Planner for the City of Burlington is
quite pleased with the durability of this product after three
winters and the color retention. The only negative noted was
that in the event a portion of it needs to be removed for say a
utility trench it is not readily repairable since it is a proprietary
product and the installer is in the next State. David Quint,
Public Works Supervisor for the City of Dover also reports a
good experience with only minor chipping and dings in the
surface, but he also pointed out that the material was put down at very cold temperatures.
According to Jarvis the surface temperature should not be below 39°F.
The Damariscotta project is located at the junction of Route 1 and Belvedere Rd. The total
surface area being treated is 167 square yards at a unit cost of $195.
I visited the work site on the afternoon of Monday, August 22, 2005. The Contractor is The
Felix A. Marino Co. of Peabody, MA. Prismo sent a crew over from England to assist Marino
and they were present on this project. They also will be on our Falmouth project, a project
of similar scope to this one, later this week.
Imprint was chosen as a colored and textured paving material for this project for traffic
calming through this intersection. The specifications call for the material be place to a
depth of 5/8”, colored red, and with a “small cobblestone” stamped pattern.
The Contractor began by heating the existing pavement to a
workable state with an infrared heater and then removing
material to the required grade. After being allowed to cool, any
loose stone and deleterious materials were completely swept
away. The darker color of the prepared areas is due to the
asphalt being reheated and coating
the
aggregate,
giving
the
appearance of new pavement.
Imprint comes as a powdered
material supplied in 55# melt bags.
Essentially, off-white in color as it comes out of the bag, color
pigment is added to the hopper on the truck during the
batching process. A smaller bag of the color pigment is added
per bag of Imprint to obtain the desired color effect. The tools
used to work the material are also pre-heated at this time.
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When the Imprint material has been heated to the required
temperature, typically 374°F to 410°F, it is ready for
application. The material is poured out of the hopper into metal
buckets and carried to the work area.
The material is then hand-placed onto the prepared area.
Incidentally, the crew told me that they typically use a mixture
of “Murphy’s Oil Soap” and water for a tool cleaning solvent
and release agent.
Immediately after placement, the
material is finished with a hot “smoothing iron”. As mentioned
before, the irons are pre-heated typically to 1000°F.
For a slightly rougher surface, wood floats can be used instead
of smoothing irons. Clean graded (US Mesh #35) dry sand is
then liberally broadcast over the still
hot Imprint material. The sand must
be completely dried before application or it will not adhere to
the surface. The sand serves two purposes. First, it help to
prevent the hot Imprint material from sticking to the mold.
Secondly, the sand that sticks to the surface helps to form the
high-friction wearing surface (SRV 60).
While still hot, the imprint mold is pressed into the surface with
the selected pattern. In this case, the “small cobblestone”
pattern was chosen to maximize the texture and the associated
“rumble” effect on vehicles passing over the surface. The
pattern is pressed into the material to a depth of ¼ to ½ inch
depending on the overall thickness of the material.
Although the methods used in this application were extremely
hand labor-intensive, it is possible to place Imprint with a
special type of paver on larger scope projects; such as full-lane
width paving.
The Transportation Research
Division will monitor these initial Imprint installations for
durability. For more information on Imprint, please visit their
USA website at: Jarvis USA
Doug Gayne, Product Approval Coordinator
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